Comrie Hills Relay Leg 1

Leaving Laggan Park, turn right through woods in Glen Lednock then right (east) along a forestry road (not
shown on the map). At a junction with another forest road at 779229, after a metal gate, cross the road into the
trees and down a rough path to a bridge over a small burn. Follow the path as it climbs back up the other side
from the burn to meet a Landrover track. Follow that track right for about 1k to 792231. Bear left at the fork and
then turn left again at a T junction.
Go uphill past a cattle grid onto a tarred surface then after 100m bear right as the road bends sharply uphill.
Follow the road as it zigzags uphill then along, ignoring turnings off to the left. The road crosses a stone bridge
over a burn at 796236 then bends sharply left and climbs for 1k to CP1 (NN795247).
At CP1 take the left fork and then after 200m, approaching a wall, follow the track round to the left then down to
cross a burn flowing out of a small pond. Take the grassy hillroad that goes uphill past a small fenced field on the
left then through a gate in a wall. The grassy surface changes to dirt as the track bends left. At 783248, on the
corner of the forestry plantation, turn left through a gate and down the grass track to CP2 (NN781237).
At CP2 take the grassy hillroad that goes sharply back to your right and follow it through fields and then down to
the road at Balmuick Farm. Go through the farm, then as the road dips and bends branch left through a gate and
diagonally across an open field to the river, a narrow wooden bridge and the Handover point (NN765241).

